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PREFACE

Access to an affordable and effective public transit system is critically important for low-income households. 

It’s one of the golden keys to accessing employment, education and training and the day-to-day needs for food, 

health care, recreation and other basic services.  Transportation is an integral part of one’s ability to move 

forward in life and yet it poses a constant barrier for low income households. With the encouragement of the 

Saint John Common Council, Vibrant Communities Saint John embarked on a study to identify the specific 

transportation concerns of citizens who live in priority neighbourhoods (areas with concentrations of poverty 

that exceed 25%) and to identify how their transportation barriers could be removed.

Vibrant Communities Saint John (VCSJ) – a community led multi-sector leadership roundtable – is the steward 

of the Greater Saint John Poverty Reduction Strategy. The strategy aims to help low-income households 

improve their life situations through specific community led actions that remove barriers to education, 

employment, healthy living and community inclusion. With funding from the NB Economic and Social Inclusion 

Corporation, the driver of New Brunswick’s poverty reduction strategy, VCSJ set out to learn from the 

experiences of low-income residents, the working poor and the practices of other communities to help build on 

the strengths of our existing public transit system and recommend improvements for the future.

The study revealed that many partners can contribute to investing in a sustainable and accessible public 

transit system.  For example, employers can help their employees by taking advantage of the bulk-buying 

program of Saint John Transit; neighbourhood groups can adopt bus shelters and continue to voice their 

accessibility challenges; existing riders can be recruiters for new riders.  But Saint John also requires a public 

transit system where the three levels of government invest in its future.  Both federal and provincial levels of 

government must be significant partners in public transit’s future.

Economically, Saint John requires a strong transit system that makes it possible for individuals on low income to 

find and maintain employment and to access services and activities that improve their quality of life. 

Environmentally, Saint John must have reliable transportation alternatives moving us closer to being a 

sustainable community. Socially, Saint John requires a transportation system to service an expanding population 

of seniors, the many citizens who are challenged by health and/or financial restraints and a potential ridership 

who would use public transit if it was more accessible.  Each of these goals provides a compelling economic 
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argument that recognizes public transit as a critical investment in people and community – an investment that 

is integral to the sustainable future of our City. This is a call to action and unless change comes about we will 

not be ready economically, environmentally, or socially for the future.

Vibrant Communities sincerely thanks committee members: Frank McCarey and Charles Freake (Saint John 

Transit), Monica Chaperlin (Business Community Anti-Poverty Initiative), Brenda Murphy (Urban Core Support 

Network), Mark Butler (Saint John Board of Trade Transportation Committee), Juanita Black (Resident), Kevin 

Watson (City of Saint John), Hepzibah Munoz Martinez (University of New Brunswick –Saint John) and Cathy 

Wright (VCSJ). Special thanks to Project Coordinator Sara Stashick who together with her team designed this 

road map for public transit’s future.

Dr. Regena Farnsworth

Chair of Leadership Roundtable, Vibrant Communities Saint John 

Dean of Business, UNBSJ 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Saint John Urban Transportation Initiative is a project of Vibrant Communities Saint John (VCSJ), funded by 

the Economic and Social Inclusion Corporation (ESIC, Province of New Brunswick).  VCSJ is the agency charged 

with leading the Greater Saint John Poverty Reduction Strategy; a key component of this strategy is removing 

barriers to transportation for people living in poverty.  In January, 2012 VCSJ began a four-month Urban 

Transportation Initiative to identify barriers to accessible and affordable transportation for low-income 

residents, and make recommendations to eliminate those barriers.  A Project Coordinator guided the initiative, 

supported by a Steering Committee comprised of members from the City of Saint John, Saint John Transit, the 

business community, the University of New Brunswick, 

partner non-profit agencies and residents of the Priority 

Neighbourhoods.  A University of New Brunswick (Saint 

John campus) class provided research support in 

transportation promising practices.  Area employers, 

educational institutions and community service agencies 

also contributed to the research, and a team of seven 

part-time staff collected feedback directly from city 

residents.

Public transit is a critical piece of Saint John's transportation system that provides affordable access to our 

entire community.  The recommendations in this report will propel the changes needed in the system to 

provide improved access and opportunities for the working poor in our community.  Accessible transportation 

is an absolute necessity for any healthy community.  With greater investment from all three levels of 

government, Saint John could have more riders served by increased frequency and accessibility.  The return on 

investment would have a domino 

effect for government, business, 

services and individuals (BTMM, 2004). 

As set out in key provincial strategies, 

Overcoming Poverty Together 

(provincial poverty reduction strategy), 

the Climate Change Action Plan and 

Rebuilding New Brunswick (Economic 
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Project Purpose:

The discovery and development of sustainable 

urban transportation solutions which will 

increase the accessibility of public transit to low-

income residents in Saint John, with a focus on 

the “working poor”, single-parents and residents 

accessing community services.



Development Plan), greater investment means savings and revenue generation from an increased number of 

people working, reduced healthcare costs, reduced greenhouse gas emissions, increased tax base, and reduced 

road infrastructure costs.  Common Council must establish the goals and standards required to meet the needs 

of our community for public transit.

The City of Saint John is home to 70,063 residents as of 

the 2011 Census, with an overall poverty rate of 20.6% 

(Greater Saint John Community Foundation, 2011), and 

concentrated pockets of poverty in the five Priority 

Neighbourhoods.  The extreme east and west ends of the 

city have developed as important commercial centres – 

particularly for the retail and industrial sectors that play 

significant roles in the employment of low-income 

workers.  Many survey respondents reside in the north 

and central neighbourhoods of the city; these areas have 

been targeted for residential intensification for future development. (City of Saint John, 2011) As a result of this 

physical development of the community, residents must have access to efficient forms of transportation – that 

are affordable relative to their income – which allow them to reach all areas of the city.  Unfortunately for those 

who rely on transit as their only affordable means of transportation, in late 2011 and early 2012 the City 

announced two successive funding reductions to the public transit operator Saint John Transit; as a result 

transit services were decreased across the city.

A comparison of transit fares and funding models among 

other municipalities reveals that Saint John Transit is 

under-funded, and that public transit riders in Saint John 

pay higher fares than those in other communities.  This 

fare structure and the burden it places on low-income 

riders is one consequence of the relatively low levels of 

government funding infusing Saint John Transit's 

operations.  Not only does the operator receive less 

municipal funding per capita than most of its regional counterparts, but it also receives no direct funding 

support from the Government of New Brunswick1.
1 The Government of New Brunswick is one of only five provincial and territorial governments in Canada that does not subsidize public transit.
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“In fact, almost 10% of Saint John Transit  

expenses are direct payments to the Province of  

New Brunswick [through various forms of  

taxation], which would represent almost 10,000  

annual service hours that the transit service is  

unable to offer.”

Frank McCarey

General Manager, Saint John Transit

“In 2009 Canadian municipalities contributed  

approximately 30% of the total operating  

revenues collected, while provincial  

governments only contributed 7%.”

Stantec Consulting Ltd., in a report for the 

Victoria Transport Policy Institute 



A two-pronged approach was taken in the project 

research.  First, feedback was gathered directly from 

city residents through face-to-face interviews 

conducted by a “street team” of six Community 

Interviewers over the course of six weeks, and 

through an online survey available to the public for 

three weeks.  The results of the street-level surveys 

were added to the online database by the project 

Information Manager (dedicated role to ensure 

consistency in data input), enabling data analysis. 

Key issues were explored in detail through six focus 

groups, attended by survey respondents who had 

“opted-in” when surveyed.  Second, research in 

transportation best-practices in comparable 

communities regionally and across North America 

was conducted by UNBSJ students as well as 

targeted research conducted by the Project 

Coordinator, guided by survey results.  Although 

public transit – recognized as one of the most 

affordable and therefore accessible forms of transportation to our target audience – was the primary focus of 

this initiative, other forms of transportation have also been researched and considered in order to gain a more 

complete picture.

The project had an initial target of 300 face-to-face surveys – wherever possible to be gathered from the target 

audience – and 525 surveys were collected by the end of the project.  Seventy percent of respondents were 

current riders of public transit and the remaining thirty percent were non-riders.
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Survey Results

• 525 surveys (original target of 300)

• 345 face-to-face surveys collected & 180 collected 

online

• 516 residents of Saint John

• 442 completed surveys (83 respondents opted to 

leave their survey before completing it, but some 

information was captured)

• 73% riders; 27% non-riders

• 328 self-identified as low-income residents, of 

those:

• 188 self-identified as working

• 49 self-identified as attending school

• 63 self-identified as attending 

community programming

• 13 self-identified as new immigrants

• 71 self-identified as people with 

disabilities

• 59 self-identified as single-parents

• 93 respondents (17.7%) provided no demographic 

information



Summary of Findings

The survey collected information on the key destinations of our target audience: work, healthcare, education, 

community services, childcare, and leisure centres.  In each case detailed survey data has been plotted in maps.

The survey also explored the experiences of current public transit riders and the perceptions of non-riders.  For 

the most part, those who rely on public transit as their primary form of transportation have a very strong 

utilization rate: daily use.  A smaller but still significant portion of riders (~19%) use transit on a weekly basis – 

these riders are likely the easiest to convert to more frequent use of transit.  In almost all cases increased 

frequency was identified as critical to making public transit more accessible to all residents (which is in 

keeping with Service Standards, see Appendix E).

The most pressing scheduling need that is not currently being met, at least not city-wide, is early morning 

weekday runs.  In the context of work, riders noted challenges in arriving on time due to a later than desirable 

start, particularly those who need to traverse the length of the city (i.e. East-west).  Weekend service is the 

other priority area among those surveyed.  Over 100 respondents indicated a need for Saturday services 

between the hours of 9am and 9pm (most of these require services on their secondary routes vs. the main 

lines), and at least 75 respondents require services on Sundays during the same time period.

Illustration 1: Scheduling needs of current transit riders.
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The following table summarizes the top three areas of improvement and strength in Saint John's public 

transportation system, as identified by survey respondents.

Areas of Improvement Areas of Strength

1. “Unsuitable Schedule”: a lack of frequency on 

secondary routes2 and challenges lining up 

connections at transfer points. (78% riders; 

31% non-riders)

2. “Unsuitable Weekend Service”: this response 

was most common among families where 

taking a taxi was considered more convenient 

when travelling with multiple children, rather 

than working around the infrequent weekend 

transit service schedule (43% riders; 12% non-

riders)

3. “Fares too Expensive”: the comments 

associated with this category indicate that 

with few exceptions these respondents are 

travelling with families with multiple children 

(35% riders; 19% non-riders)

1. “Affordability”: 40% of riders and 7% of non-

riders cited affordability of public transit as a 

key strength. 

2. “Convenience”: the second most-cited reason 

for liking public transit service (25% of riders, 

11% of non-riders).

3. “Friendly Drivers”: 20% of riders, 21% of non-

riders.

Impact of Accessible Transportation on Residents

Respondents were asked to share their thoughts on how improvements to transit might impact their lives.  The 

ability to “get out of the house” was linked to better access to employment, education, social networks and 

activities, all leading to better quality of life and reduced stress / improved mental health.  The vast majority of 

respondents – 77% of rider and 29% of non-riders – fell into this group.  The second most common response 

was an improvement in personal finances (33% riders, 50% non-riders).  Some respondents went on to connect 

this change with the following personal benefits:

• ability to pay off debt

• ability to access education

• ability to save for child's education

2 Secondary – or feeder routes – are those that bring riders from the extremities of the community to the routes that service the bulk of the daily 
ridership (primary / main routes).
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“#30 Champlain Heights - The bus driver  

Gerry is awesome. He helped me  

understand the bus schedule and how the  

service works.”

Quote from rider survey 



• using savings for vacation, social activities, hobbies, etc.

The importance of the benefits identified by respondents is telling – an improved ability to access public 

transportation would have wide-ranging benefits to low-income residents of Saint John.  Many of these benefits 

– such as improvements in mental and physical health – would also be enjoyed by the community at large and 

those stakeholders who fund and provide social services.

Promising Practices

Research into the practices of other communities that were deemed most relevant to low-income residents, 

and most applicable to the survey findings are summarized in the body of this report.  The top three promising 

practices identified were:

1. Significantly discounted monthly transit passes for the working poor.    Many jurisdictions subsidize 

monthly passes in such a way that eligible residents benefit from a discount of ~50%.  These programs 

are modelled on partnerships between the municipality and its transit operator and the provincial 

government; in some cases a non-governmental-organization (NGO) is also involved.

2. Family travel passes for families with multiple children.    “Children free” travel policies are common, and 

in many cases these policies accommodate families with multiple children.  There is even some limited 

recognition of the long-term value of family travel polices, as a means to cultivate the next generation 
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of transit riders.

3. Government supports for transit, both policies and funding.    Other jurisdictions provide direct funding 

support for public transit operation, and / or have enacted legislation which allows local and regional 

governments to raise special taxes or collect a portion of local taxes to fund transit operations.

Summary of Recommendations

Our goal is to support the development of a transportation system which is affordable and accessible to low-

income residents of Saint John.  Although our recommendations focus on public transit, there is certainly a role 

for other forms of transportation and select recommendations specific to Active Transportation and personal 

vehicles are also included.  The Saint John Transit Commission has developed ideal performance standards (see 

Appendix E); if appropriate funding was available to enable Saint John Transit to meet those service standards 

many of the recommendations that follow would be very achievable.  Along with the City of Saint John, the 

Government of New Brunswick also has an important leadership role to play to ensure the on-going provision 

of accessible public transit.  All stakeholders in our community have a role to play and the following 

recommendations (more details are available in the Recommendations section of this report) reflect those 

roles.

It is recommended that:

Funding and Policy Support for Public Transit

 1. The City of Saint John reinvest in the operation of Saint John Transit as soon as possible, and continue 

to do so in future municipal budgets to demonstrate a real commitment to this critical public service.

 2. The City of Saint John direct a portion of the revenue it receives from the Government of Canada Gas 

Tax Fund (GTF) via the provincial government to Saint John Transit.

 3. The City of Saint John work with Saint John Transit to complete a cost-analysis of the 

recommendations included in this report as soon as possible.

 4. The Government of New Brunswick:

 4.1. Establish dedicated funding for the provision of public transit.

 4.2. Amend existing legislation to allow municipalities to develop their own tools.

 4.3. Ensure a balanced approach to transportation projects and funding.

 5. Saint John Transit, Vibrant Communities and other stakeholders actively promote partnership 
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opportunities regarding bus shelters (and other innovative partnerships where appropriate) to city 

neighbourhoods, to improve physical access to transportation.

 6. Saint John Transit establish a Business Development role as soon as reasonably possible.

Supports for Low-income Residents

 1. Saint John Transit, Vibrant Communities and other key stakeholders work together to develop a model 

to facilitate the administration of flexible payment options on monthly transit passes.

 2. Saint John Transit work with City of Saint John Information Services Department to develop online 

payment option (mobile-friendly is the ideal) for bus pass purchase.

 3. Pilot a partnership between Saint John Transit, the Government of New Brunswick3 and other partners 

where appropriate, to provide discounted monthly transit passes to low-income, working residents.

 4. Vibrant Communities and other community partners actively promote adoption of the existing bulk-

buying opportunity to employers of low-income residents4.

 5. The City of Saint John and Horizon Health act as leaders in adopting and promoting the transit pass 

bulk-buying program.

 6. Saint John Transit ensure that some form of Sunday service is provided to the Priority Neighbourhoods 

and other areas where low-income residents live (ex. Davenport, Reading Cres, etc.).

 7. Saint John Transit investigate possible modifications to the South End bus (#21) and the routes that 

connect to it during morning peak hours only.

 8. Saint John Transit attempt to “normalize” (for example hourly) weekend schedule on secondary 

routes.

 9. Saint John Transit increase transfer time duration to reflect recent changes to service frequency.

 10. Saint John Transit institute a Family Travel Policy where up to four children under the age of twelve 

may travel for free with an adult.

 11. Saint John Transit investigate a partnership with community groups and neighbourhood associations 

to provide special services to key area activity centres.

 12. University of New Brunswick, Saint John and the New Brunswick Community College take a leadership 

role in pursuing a U-Pass for their students.

 13. Vibrant Communities encourage feasibility studies with interested community partners to determine 

the sustainability of the following ideas for local Social Enterprises related to improving transportation 

3 Potential departments to approach: Social Development, Post-Secondary Education Training and Labour, Invest NB.  Also possibility with Human 
Resources & Skills Development (federal).  Consider government partners interested in advancing employment and economic opportunities. 

4 Sectors which are likely to employ our target audience include: retail / service, hospitality / tourism, private healthcare, maintenance services, 
seasonal industries such as fishing, construction labourers, etc.
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accessibility in our community:

 13.1. Short-term, city-wide bike rentals

 13.2. Low-fee snow-clearing service

 13.3. Inner-city small vehicle shuttle service

Municipal Planning and Operations

 1. City of Saint John refer this report to the Transportation Strategic Plan Steering Committee for 

inclusion in the upcoming Transportation Plan development process of PlanSJ.

 2. City of Saint John prioritize public transit requirements over that of the personal vehicle and other 

considerations in municipal planning practices:

 2.1. The provision of new bus stops and shelters as criteria for approval of future mid- and 

large-scale real estate developments

 2.2. Large commercial developments where high volumes of visitors are anticipated (ex. 

shopping centres) be required to provide full-sized islands (vs. stops / shelters)

 2.3. Work with Saint John Transit to include standards for new bus stops and shelters in the 

recently launched Zoning Bylaw update process

 2.4. Curb construction, height and drainage (both for new construction and upgrades of 

existing infrastructure) that accommodates public transit equipment such as low-entry 

buses

 2.5. Re-prioritize the Trails and Bikeways Strategic Plan to address Active Transportation needs 

in Priority Neighbourhoods 

before other areas of the city

 3. City of Saint John ensure that public transit 

is given priority in relevant municipal 

operations:

 3.1. Transit routes included in 

municipal snow-clearing plan

 3.2. Key bus stops and shelter 

locations are given priority in 

the municipal side-walk clearing 

plan

 3.3. Adapt to changes in transit 
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“By creating a locus for public activities, [public  

transit-oriented] development contributes to a  

sense of community and can enhance  

neighborhood safety and security. For these  

reasons, areas with good public transit systems  

are economically thriving communities and offer  

location advantages to businesses and  

individuals choosing to work or live in them.”

US Department of Transportation



services as they occur

Information and Communication

 1. Saint John Transit partner with the community to “clean up” unused bus stop markers that create 

confusion for transit riders.

 2. Update and relaunch the Nextbus system; actively promote service.

 3. Saint John Transit ensure clear and consistent information and signage regarding stop locations, 

routes, schedules, etc. – both on the bus and at stops and shelters.

 4. Saint John Parking Commission and appropriate partners (ex. Sustainable Saint John) actively promote 

the Share-Your-Ride car-pooling service.

Long-term

Light Rail Transit (LRT) line is a possible long-term solution for our community and should be given serious 

study and consideration. 

It is widely accepted that a complete transportation system includes an effective public transit service, and that 

the service is frequent and affordable.  No other transportation choice has the all-encompassing impact of 

public transit and therefore the opportunity to have such positive effect on all aspects of a community.

The results of the Saint John Urban Transportation Initiative 

demonstrate that there are a number of opportunities to improve 

our public transit system so that it may meet the needs of all citizens 

now and for the future.  A strong vision for our community is:

• The City of Saint John and the Government of New 

Brunswick would both provide stable funding dedicated not 

only to capital investments, but more importantly to the 

operational costs of public transit

• The business community and employers in other sectors, 

particularly those employing low-income workers, would 

participate in Saint John Transit's bulk-buying program

• Non-governmental organizations would support public 

transportation development and adoption by leveraging 
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their networks for communication, community engagement and outreach, etc.

• Residents would opt to use public transit as their primary mode of transportation, and encourage 

government and community leaders to secure public transit as a key priority in budget decisions, 

municipal planning and operations, etc.

Today public transportation in Saint John is being neglected.  With such an under-funded operating budget,  

Saint John Transit must struggle to provide the limited public transit services available.  The lack of frequency of 

service equates to an inefficient and unreliable system for residents.  Given the intrinsic importance of public 

transportation to any community, this significant reduction of funding and services is unacceptable and 

solutions must be found to reverse the 

current direction.  Perhaps most importantly 

we can all begin by shifting our mindset, 

starting with the decision that the provision 

of public transportation is not a budget 

expense, but an essential investment in 

people and their community.
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